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Introduction
Your employees are the heart of your organization.
They’re working the front lines every day, ensuring the health and happiness
of your patients and customers, making sure nothing blocks workﬂow.
Your employees are also responsible for making sure money continues ﬂowing
freely through the arteries of your company. Without them, your organization
wouldn’t live another day, and that’s why they deserve to feel valued.
In our white paper, “Top Workforce Challenges Impacting the Healthcare Industry,”1
we covered the seven biggest challenges facing healthcare companies today,
along with two areas of employee experience that companies like yours are
investing in across the board. In this buyer’s guide, we’ll dive into:
•

Core elements of an employee recognition program that make it successful

•

How to select the best recognition partner for your organization

•

What to look for when evaluating recognition technologies

Achievers’ customer, Bayhealth Medical Center, will also weigh in on various
recognition tactics that have helped make their program successful.
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ENGAGEMENT IS IMPERATIVE TO HEALTHCARE COMPANIES
First, let's review why employee engagement is crucial to every healthcare company:
•

Employee engagement has a direct effect on HCAHP scores and hospital ratings

•

Disengagement can mean grave health risks for patients

•

Healthcare companies are facing a huge talent deﬁcit; retaining and recruiting
employees is more important than ever

•

Digitalization has made ﬁnding new jobs incredibly easy for your employees

•

Every company’s work culture is transparent to all prospective employees online

•

Disengaged employees are more likely to ignore new policies or skip compliance trainings

So, what can you do to ensure the high engagement of your staff?
Frequent employee recognition remains one of the top drivers of engagement
at companies across the board. It serves as a direct way for employers to foster
a culture of positivity and appreciation, build teamwork, drive organizational values
and empower managers to motivate their teams.
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Healthcare + Recognition:
The Good, the Bad, the Ugly

3 COMMON PAIN POINTS
1. Department-level pain: Recognition programs can place
a huge administrative burden on HR. Larger companies

Remember: not all recognition is created equal.
The goal is to ﬁnd an employee recognition solution that can alleviate
–if not completely eliminate–the following pain points.

often run several engagement programs at the same
time. How can companies ensure HR is tracking spend,
driving participation, and reporting on recognition ROI
without burning them out?
2. Business and/or ﬁnancial pain: How can companies
directly link employee recognition to ﬁnancial goals and
customer experience survey results?
3. Cultural pain: How can companies build employee
recognition programs that offer a consistent and
meaningful employee experience?
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GETTING IT RIGHT
Unfortunately, it’s not as simple as securing more budget to inject
more money into nomination-based rewards.
When an employee is recognized, they experience an emotional
high that boosts creative skills–but this high is short-lived.
As long as the recognition platform doesn’t allow for frequent
employee recognition, the beneﬁts of implementing a recognition
program are diminished signiﬁcantly.
This also reduces the amount of positive feedback individuals are
able to give one another for taking actions that beneﬁt the
company. Without a tool enabling frequent recognition, giving
real-time employee feedback becomes a challenge.
So how do you ensure your recognition program is successful?
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ON-GOING COMMUNICATION & CAMPAIGNS

How to Build
a High-Impact
Program
Selecting an employee recognition solution successfully is more
than just selecting the right product. Even the most robust and
reputable recognition technologies will fail to engage your
employees without the following actions to support it.

Employees won't engage with the program
if they don't know it exists.
“We like to encourage at least four employee-wide campaigns a year,”
says Shruti Sharma, Customer Success Manager at Achievers. This ensures
employees are active on the platform continuously, and prevents HR from
scrambling to bolster recognitions at year’s end or around the time of
engagement surveys. Regular campaigns enable HR to deliver consistent
employee experience and plan initiatives ahead of time.
Day 90 after implementing a recognition program tends to predict the 3-year
success of the program, according to Achievers’ internal customer success
data. This means the launch of the program–and encouraging employees
to use the platform on an on-going basis–is critical to program success.

“

One of our most successful campaigns is called, ‘Pay It Forward.’ In one month, we gave all our companies an extra amount of points to reward, and
we gave them the direction to say, ‘Hey, it’s “Pay It Forward” time. If someone recognizes you (Tag, you’re it!), it’s your turn to recognize someone
else, keep that chain going and don’t break it.’ That was one of the most successful campaigns–we saw lots of meaningful recognitions.”
– Lauren Brittingham, Director of Organizational Development, Bayhealth Medical Center
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FRONT-LINE MANAGER ACCOUNTABILITY
Front-line managers hold the keys to your business.
According to Achievers’ internal customer data, manager-sent recognitions have
a strong impact on reducing turnover and improving patient satisfaction scores.
Two big reasons people leave their jobs are because they don’t feel appreciated
and they don't like their manager. Empowering managers with a tool that allows
them to easily recognize their team and track progress is an extremely powerful
way to foster good relationships and reduce turnover. It also holds managers
accountable to engaging their team through positive feedback, which takes
some of the burden off of HR.

“

We don’t want managers to take action only when something goes
wrong. We try to foster a culture where managers recognize and
highlight positive actions by employees that they want repeated.”
– Lauren Brittingham, Director of Organizational Development,
Bayhealth Medical Center
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MOBILE RECOGNITION
For many healthcare organizations,
integrating mobile engagement is a
new concept.

“The reality is that healthcare workers are offline,”
says Shruti Sharma, Customer Success Manager
at Achievers.
“They’re running from patient to patient, under a lot

Often–especially in hospitals–healthcare employees are

of pressure, and if you don’t have intuitive,

taught never to have their phones on hand. But employee

consumer-grade mobile adoption strategy, you could

expectations are changing; burnout and disengagement

be behind in times. Consumerism has invaded the

among healthcare workers are on the rise. Empowering
employees to recognize each other while on-the-go
allows for greater engagement, trust and breaks down
communication barriers.

“

mindset of employees, especially with the change of
generations. Employees expect to be given the tools
that help them do their jobs that mirror the application
that they use in their personal lives.”

Embracing the mobile app was a big culture change for us. Traditionally, we’ve directed employees to not have their cell phones out…Patients should always be a priority. While
this is important, we relaxed our rules a little bit to say, ‘Hey, recognition is so important. If you don’t have time to sit down at your computer because you’re charting, or not at a
computer at all, use mobile. Make sure you don’t do this while in front of patients; do it in the break room, and out of sight from customers’... Our CEO: that’s the way he recognizes,
through his mobile app. He always has his cell phone out, he’s always boosting people, but he does that because he’s always on the go. So the mobile app works for him.”
– Lauren Brittingham, Director of Organizational Development, Bayhealth Medical Center
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What Top
Recognition Partners
Have to Offer
Remember: a platform is only as good as
the people who bring it to life.
The success of your employee recognition program hinges on the
support and expertise your vendor provides. That expertise should be
demonstrated by tailoring your program to match your unique business
culture and objectives and evolving it over time as your needs change.
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HIGH PROGRAM ADOPTION
From the very beginning, a a top recognition partner
should proudly tout the following.
HIGH CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
What you likely want is a partner for the long term.

Recognition and rewards vendors should be
committed to driving high adoption and usage.
So pay attention to usage metrics; they reﬂect how much value and engagement
the product is driving among employees.
Software success is deﬁned by the activity of the users doing the things the
software is intended for. For a recognition software company, that’s recognizing;
every additional feature of the software should dovetail with that goal. Although

From the ﬁrst interaction–and supported through every subsequent interaction

recognition is a focus, employees often appreciate rewards, too. Ideally, your

–the partner you work with should feel like colleagues, more interested in your

vendor would have a catalog that offers a wide array of employee-pleasing options.

success than in your checkbook.
Your services experience will greatly depend on the performance metrics and
compensation models for the people you’ll be working with. How are they

INNOVATING FOR TOMORROW

evaluated, beyond the billable hours or sales numbers?
Customer satisfaction should be at the top of the list.

Your workforce is not static. Neither is your business.
Recognition solutions that impact business outcomes and employee engagement for
the long term are constantly evolving, anticipating business needs, and responding
to changing trends. It’s not just a history of happy customers that deﬁnes a good partner.
It’s their approach to innovating and their commitment to thought leadership that
will carry the solution into the future and deliver the results you need.
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11-Point Checklist for
Evaluating Recognition
Software

1. SECURITY CERTIFICATION
Your company’s data represents a body of knowledge that helps
deﬁne your organization’s competitive advantage. Ensuring
company, employee, and patient data is secure is top priority
for any IT security department, so it’s important to ensure the
recognition software is correctly certiﬁed.

A powerful recognition solution doesn’t always require a long implementation
time or cost exorbitant amounts to maintain. However, deﬁning, launching, and

This is why it’s critical to partner with a vendor that takes pride in

managing an effective recognition program takes a village. It’s important not

providing secure solutions by implementing industry best practices.

only to ﬁnd a recognition partner that is an expert in employee engagement,

The ISO 27001 or similar internationally accepted certiﬁcations

but one that offers a product that can drive employee behaviors that elevate

exhibit an organizations commitment and investment in security.

your organization and bring your brand to life.

Selecting a vendor with these certiﬁcations will go a long way
towards building a buy-in from your Information Security

Next is a checklist of eleven capabilities that every healthcare organization

stakeholders, as well as ease the implementation process.

should look for in a recognition platform.
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Automation

2. INTEGRATIONS

Basic requirements, such as employee beneﬁt reporting to payroll, should be
automated and conﬁgurable to match exact payroll requirements for your
company. Beyond administrative use, data can ﬂow into performance
evaluation, succession planning, and workforce analytics software. On the

The average company manages multiple
HR systems, plus a growing collection of
job-speciﬁc software systems. Streamline
the process with a recognition and rewards
platform that communicates with HR data
systems and connects easily with existing
employee applications.

front end, platform activity can also be broadcast to visual displays or intranets.

Single Sign-On
Single sign-on (SSO) enables your staff to access all the important HR systems
at once. This saves employees time and headache, ultimately improving the
employee experience overall.

Open API
HRIS
Your human resources information system (HRIS) should be
able to sync directly with the recognition technology to ensure
all employee proﬁle information is up-to-date. Requiring this
information to set up and maintain correct employee access to
the platform allows organizations to gather targeted data on
recognition habits of their employees.

An open API is the standard format for cross-application integrations and allows
anyone to create connections based on their speciﬁc workﬂows and business
needs. Integrating recognition with core workplace systems enables you to get
more value out of your investment in multiple enterprise software applications.
Push out or pull in information to any work application, using performance
management systems such as Workday®, or social collaboration tools, including
Yammer, Outlook and SharePoint.
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Consistency
Overseeing the employee experience across all departments and geo-locations via

3. PROGRAM CONSOLIDATION

one, branded platform is invaluable to any organization’s employer brand. Being able to

One uniﬁed solution that consolidates multiple
recognition initiatives and related employee
programs has the following beneﬁts.

Efficiency

Tracking

Communication

Manual processes and tracking are completely automated on one platform, saving HR

In-platform push communication tools can enable program administrators and HR

time, money, and effort. Consolidating spend from diverse programs enables budgetary

do this without HR needing to expend resources and time for it, is a huge advantage.

Simply: The less time employees spend toggling between various engagement and beneﬁts
platforms, the more time they’ll have to serve clients and fulﬁll your company’s mission.

professionals to communicate directly with the entire employee base from one location.

synergies and increased employee value across all programs. Usage and spend are
tracked and visible to program owners, so they can control where money is going and
strategically allocate budget.

Alignment
A single platform for all programs provides the basis for alignment, from the team
level all the way up to maintaining the brand. When employee successes are celebrated
company-wide, teams learn to share their daily achievements. Visibility offers a powerful
incentive for collaboration, eliminating silos and enabling nurses to recognize maintenance
employees and lab technicians to appreciate cafeteria workers.

“

From an operational perspective, we wanted to consolidate all the
siloed recognition programs. We didn’t know how much we were
spending on recognition programs across the company. [We]
wanted a centralized location to manage all recognition programs
as best as we could and see how they link to strategic goals.”
– Lauren Brittingham, Director of Organizational Development,
Bayhealth Medical Center
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4. REAL-TIME REPORTING
Data drives decisions. Having real-time reporting
on recognition and engagement numbers on one
platform that’s accessible anytime is imperative to
proving program success.
A top solution will enable you to keep a continuous pulse of the program’s success.
A few key performance indicators to monitor are:
•

Monthly recognitions sent

•

Monthly recognitions received

•

Program adoption and activation rate

•

Budget tracking

Understanding how often employees are sending recognitions, for example, allows
program managers to compare their organization’s recognition metrics to industry
benchmarks (which we’ll cover more later). It’s natural for program usage to eb and ﬂow
through time, and when you see the number of recognitions sent go down, it’s time to
work with your recognition partner to execute a campaign to get recognitions ﬂowing again.
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5. SMART BUDGETING

Managers should, in turn, be able to cascade budget to
team leaders who report to them, as well as reassign

For employee recognition software to be
effective, it must align its interests with
customer goals and respect budgetary
constraints from the get-go.
Setting Budget

budget when necessary. All of these individual budget
assignments can roll up to global program investment
targets, so you can see how your program investment is
being actualized in real time. In essence, the organization
gets to optimize the expected distribution of program
budget across the company from the start.
The customer is enabled to deﬁne investment
categories (ex. peer recognition), set which types of

Top recognition platforms allow the organization to deﬁne

spend within the program tie back to the category, and

recognition spend budgets for every employee level.

set budget targets speciﬁc to the category or more

Front-line managers should be empowered to send frequent

granularly by cost center. This data provides ongoing

recognitions, without fears of going over budget.

oversight automatically aligned with your program
ﬁnancial reporting and cost centers.

“

Last year across all our programs, our customers spent on average $81 per employee. Within healthcare, it’s slightly higher at about $86 per employees. The research
arm of our organization has postulated why we have that area of variance, and we think it has to do with the fact that the average pay of the average employee in
healthcare is higher than that of some other industries that we’ve seen. In general, the higher the salary of the employee population, the higher the reward spend,
although certainly not always the case, depending of course on the nature of your business.”
– Shruti Sharma, Customer Success Manager, Achievers
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Tracking Budget
Recognition software should always report how reward
spend is tracking against your budget targets in real time.
Looking back every year (or quarter) provides only a lagging
report on how your employee recognition budget was spent.
Programs risk going over budget or being under-utilized,
leaving investment languishing, instead of making a difference
in employee recognition and engagement. Making program
investment decisions requires the right data, right away. and
recognition modules.

A complete ﬁnancial picture would include real-time access to reporting on all
program ﬁnancial activity, including points liability, utilization, and spend. Budget
owners should be enabled to take control of program spend and budget targets with
self-service access. Full reporting would include ﬁlters to analyze spend by program
groups, such as organizational unit, location, department, people leaders, and
recognition modules. And administration can be easy with features enabling reports
to be scheduled, shared, customized, and saved.
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6. USER EXPERIENCE
A recognition platform is, above all,
a consumer product. Function should
be a given; what sets a product apart
is the usability and beauty of the
interface.
We’ve already covered how a recognition software’s adoption
and usage rates are an important tell into the value of the
product. As a recognition solution touches everyone–from
program admins, to employees, to managers and executives
–the product must be intuitive, simple to use, fun, and
constantly innovating. Furthermore, the software should also
conﬁgure to reﬂect your company’s unique brand–both in
design and organizational values.

“

The biggest thing is, this isn’t a program that I have to spend hours on every week and manage
and do a lot of manual manipulation. It’s a program that really manages itself. Employees are
excited to use it, they’re excited to have the opportunity to send recognitions, which they didn’t
have the opportunity before with our old program.”
– Lauren Brittingham, Director of Organizational Development, Bayhealth Medical Center
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Benchmarking Data

7. THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

A solution that offers benchmarks for recognition KPIs allows you to hit the
ground running in setting realistic goals for your program. Having access to
the average program cost, annual spend, recognitions sent by function, etc.

You’re not expected to be an employee recognition
expert from the get-go. The vendor you partner with to
roll out a program, however, should be knowledgeable
of all the current trends, benchmarking data, and best
practices surrounding employee recognition.

of other healthcare companies empowers you to track how your program
exceeds or falls short of the industry average. In time, you’ll have enough
of your own data to adjust goals based on your program history and unique
company objectives.

Best Practices
New studies are published constantly around the topic of employee
engagement and recognition. Best practices–especially ones that are
customized to the kind of program you’re looking to create–exist, but it
takes time and resources to stay on top of. Your partner should always
guide you based on up-to-date industry data and trends.
Furthermore having a product that offers actionable insights and
recommendations right in the platform is invaluable for training managers
and employees quickly on making recognition as meaningful as possible.
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8. CORE VALUES & BEHAVIORS

9. HIGH-FREQUENCY

Every employee recognition must tie
back to a company value. Top platforms
make this easy, and also make it
transparent across the organization.

Look for a platform that enables the free ﬂow
of frequent recognition.

A recognition platform enables recognition to continuously align
with the company’s values and business goals, even as they
change over time. To drive key strategic behaviors, recognition

The hallmark of success is ongoing adoption and usage rates above 80
percent. That usage is driven by 360-degree access to frequent, non-monetary
recognition, creating grassroots momentum that permeates the entire
organization, rather than relying on top-down approval-based awards
disconnected in time and context from the moment of inspiration.

must be frequent. This encourages both employees and
managers to recognize when someone has made even the
smallest contribution to upholding corporate values. Remember:
What gets recognized, gets repeated. Company-wide
alignment on company values and work ethic is a powerful
example of organizational health.

“

If recognitions were a simple, ‘Thanks’ or “Great job,” it may not be as
valuable. But when they are tied to core values and it outlines what
the employees did to deserve the recognition, it’s very valuable.”
– Lauren Brittingham, Director of Organizational Development,
Bayhealth Medical Center
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11. SOCIAL RECOGNITION
10. TRANSPARENCY

Social recognition, or non-monetary recognition, uses a points-based system to
spotlight an employee’s accomplishments and encourage them to keep up the
great work. Companies can set the amount of points available to every level of

All recognition should be public.

the organization so employees are encouraged to send recognitions often and
align them with speciﬁc corporate values.

Transparency not only makes the recognition more
meaningful and promotes corporate values across
the organization; it prevents misuse of monetary
rewards that otherwise could go unnoticed.

“

Because the newsfeed is public, it’s obvious when employees are just
giving passing points pass and forth. Everybody can see it. That actually
helped to squash some ‘misuse’ pretty early on. I had that kind of
conversation about two years ago, I haven’t had it since.”
– Lauren Brittingham, Director of Organizational Development,
Bayhealth Medical Center

In fact, social recognition is:2

4X

“

More likely to
improve stock prices.

2X

More likely to improve
individual performance.

About 15% [of our recognitions] are non-monetary. All our recognitions
are tied to our core values. So when an employee sends recognition,
they have to tie it back to our values. This helps make it meaningful.”
– Lauren Brittingham, Director of Organizational Development,
Bayhealth Medical Center
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Find a recognition partner that's committed to helping you drive
the best employee experience for your team. Their goal, like

Conclusion:

Are You
Ready?

yours, should be to foster engagement consistently across the
organization. High-grade recognition software helps
organizations align employees with corporate strategy and
emphasize organizational values.
Many companies are still missing out on the beneﬁts of
having a strong employee recognition and rewards program,
which means you have the chance to gain signiﬁcant
competitive advantage. Through time, provide your executives
with irrefutable program ROI and evident impacts on business
success, reaffirming you are a strategic business partner that

The global workforce is fundamentally
changing—and requires modern
recognition technologies to impact
engagement, alignment, and the
bottom line. The time is now to invest
in the future of your organization.

plays an integral role in driving results.
Best of all, you’ll delight your customers. Your employees are
the keys to patient satisfaction, and as you invest in setting your
healthcare organization apart through employee engagement,
the more you’ll see customer retention, talent recruitment, your
employer value proposition, and HCAHPS scores, rise.
It’s time to get started!
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Achievers Employee Success Platform delivers proven tools for organizations to empower every employee as an owner of organizational culture and engagement.
Built on over a decade of engagement science leadership, hundreds of global customers rely on Achievers’ dynamic employee recognition, coaching, and
continuous listening tools for their people to feel valued and heard, to align on strategic values and goals, and ignite a positive organizational culture.
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